A Book Arts Pilgrimage: Arts and Crafts Socialism
and the Kelmscott Chaucer
Jessica DeSpain
William Morris's Kelmscott edition of The Complete WOrks ofGeoffey
Chaucer seems, at first glance, one ofWilliam Caxton's own fifteenthcentury printing marvels. The thick handmade linen paper and dense
black letter font seem oddly our of place with the insubstantial case
bound books printed in Roman fonts that are its contemporaries. Morris often expressed his disgust with the cheaply bound nineteenth-cenrury texts made ofwood pulp paper. I Like John Ruskin, whose attention to craftsmanship and originality in art and architecture was
renowned, Morris was concerned that mass-produced publications
were destroying a tradition of printing and binding as handcrafts and
devaluing the role of the artisan in their production. He founded the
Kelmscott Press with the aim of overhauling book production to reinsert the role of the craftsman inside the covers, typography, and printing ofthe book.
Morris's distinct form of arts and crafts socialism beheld art, especially the 'lesser arts' ofinterior and book design, as the key to escaping
industrialisation. Ifconsumers were forced to consider the artisan that
created their wallpaper or their books, the object would lose its utilitarian, commercialised value, and instead be appreciated as a work of art.
Then, and only then, would the worker and the consumer be free from
an exchange-value ideology that has no relationship to the worker and
consequently no strong ties to the consumer. The Kelmscott Chaucer,
the last of the Kelmscott's editions during Morris's life, and the most
elaborate, affirms the material narure of the Book to the point that the
decorations and illustrations seem to commentate upon Chaucer's
texts rather than working in a consistent harmony with them. 2
There is no escaping from William Morris, the artisan, while examining a Kelmscott Chaucer; the book forces the reader to visit its pages
in a social and political context that critically challenges the capitalist
culture surrounding it. Rather than simply honouring Britain's first
national aurhor, the Kelmscott Chaucer, because of Morris's elaborate
book design, seems to add a particularly nineteenth-century commen-
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tary to the voices of Chaucer's pilgrims - a commentary that would
allow Chaucer's pilgrims, and by extension,'the reader, as a vicarious
pilgrim, to question capitalism.
More than just disappointment in poor workmanship motivated
Morris's disgust with mass-produced texts. He believed that commercial production was robbing the worker of artistic ownership and
allowing the consumet to participate in the illusion that the products
they purchased appeared without human assistance. Furthermore,
thetewas no impetus for the consumer to evaluate the conditions ofthe
workers or wonder at their artistic involvement because books showed
no signs of their makers. The Book had become such an easily obtainable commodity that consumers had codified it as a utilitarian object;
there was no need to treat itwith care or examine itasa work ofart. Contrary to the ideology ofconsumerism, these mass-produced texts relied
heavily on the men and women running the presses and sewing the signatures. The nature ofcapiralism mandated that these workers focus on
speed, not quality, and therefore the worker felt no identification with
the part ofthe finished book for which they were responsible.
The theory and practice ofarts and crafts socialism relied on the creation ofart - both intellectual and decorative - in its pure form, to free
the proletariat, those responsible for book production, from the
monotony and unidentifiable nature oftheir work. According to Morris, the artisan must feel that he and his work are co-identifiable - the
artisan maintains a clear presence in his/her art, and likewise, the art
defines the artisan. The industrial revolution created an easily expendable work force that had no relationship to the commodities it produced. This relationship between the artisan and his art was the base
point at which, for Morris, a socialist movement would spring. ]ohanna Drucker explains,
Morris believed that the aesthetic and material terms of production
could become the means by which a new social and cultural meaning
could be formulated. By recovering and reintroducing production practices that were closer to a crafts tradition [ ... ], Morris hoped tu counteract the dehumanizing effects of industrialization [ ... ] For Morris,
elaborate editions were nor just the result ofhighly skilled craft, but were
also the sign ofwhat fine crafts traditions meant culturally.3
Book arts, then, were a way for Morris to free the Book from capitalist
ideology. In order to escape the nineteenth-century disregard for the
book as a handicraft, Morris would have to return his own editions to a
period before industrialisation without denying the influence of the
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intervening four centuries.
Morris saw the Middle Ages as an era on the brink - a short span of
time when England was escaping feudalism, bur was not fully capitalistic. He examined the art and literature ofthe Middle Ages for traces of
a guild-based culture untouched by the process ofindustrialisation as a
model fot his socialist movement. He did not look to Medievalism in
an attempt to jam ptogress, but rather, for signs of how he could help
create a more habitable socialist future. In 'Some Thoughts on the
Ornamented Manuscripts of the Middle Ages', Morris explains the
craft roots from which his socialist vision sprang:
Working as a free-workman, or artist, amidst just the amount of traditional skill and mechanical appliances best fitted for making an ordinarily intelligent man an artist; organized (as far as he was organized)
not by a portion ofa vast commercial system, but by his craft guild and
politically and socially rather than commercially, his relation to art was
persona! not mechanical. So that he was free to develop both his love for
ornament and his love for Stoty to the full. (emphasis mine)"

Chaucer's Canterbury Ttdes is a manifestation ofthe social, poli tical system that Morris valued. He chose Chaucer's work, particularly because
he saw the possibility of problematisation within it. The pilgrims are
constantly reframing and questioning their own social system with a
commentary that Morris longed for in the nineteenth century. Because
the pilgrims were identifiable by their place in the guild system, theit
relationship to art and the social system was, as Morris explains, 'personal not mechanical'. The simultaneous unity and undermining
commentary ofthe pilgrims drew Morris to the Tales.
In an article on the Kelmscott Chaucer DianeArchibald argues that
the symmetrical placement ofillustrations and borders imposes a unity
on the text ofMorris's Canterbury Tales not apparent in Chaucer's tales
themselves. According to Archibald, Morris's emphasis on union
among the elements of the book - typeface, margins, and spacingforces harmony and intrudes upon the heteroglot voices of the pilgrims. 5 I agree that Morris's Kelmscott Chaucer pushes an interpretation ofthe Talesthat forwards his own social project, butwhetheror not
he intrudes is not the imporrant issue. Readers do not generally come
to the Kelmscott ignorant of the Canterbury Tales. Archibald herself
admits the unlikelihood ofsuch a possibility. Rather than seeing Morris's book arts as an intrusion, this paper examines the Kelmscott
Chauceras a reframing ofChaucer's works, particularly the Canterbury
Tales, as a treatise and embodiment of arts and crafts socialism for the
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approaching twentieth century. Moreover, according to Morris's view
ofChaucer's ldiesas a site for social and political commentary in which
the pilgrims and the reader could participate, the Kelmscott Chaucer
contained a reframing that Chaucer would have welcomed.
In the 'Tales, Morris found a mini uropia that is created, sustained,
and commentated upon by the characters that inhabit it, including its
author. Archibald is right in asserting that there is a heteroglossia of
voices within the text. However, these voices work cohesively in
response ro one another to create a complex social system dependent
upon the participation ofthose same divergent voices. This system, created by the members and agreed upon actively amongst them, could
not exist without the influence and presence of each of them. In The
Canterbury 'Tales, each character fulfils his or her role within this heteroglot cohesiveness in much the same way that Morris's vision ofarts
and crafts socialism relies upon a worker who is identified by their work
and embodied within it.
While there is a clear hierarchy within the Canterbury Tales, the
social order is one in which each member is valued for the work he or
she performs. Although it may seem that one member of the pilgrimage holds a higher social status at points, another taleteller will most
often undermine this hierarchy through their own commentary. The
hierarchy then, is unstable; this very problematisation allows for the
social cohesiveness ofthe band ofpilgrims. 6 Forexample, while the host
chooses the Knight as the first taleteller, the absences in the tale he tells
allows for the Miller's clear quiting ofchivalry. He quickly contrasts the
Knight's floral-filled descriptions ofEmily with the bawdy focus on the
body ofA1lison. Likewise, the Wife ofBath's experience-based method
ofobtaining knowledge is a counterpart to the textual knowledge ofthe
Friar, causing subsequent tale-tellers and the reader to question the
efficacy of both approaches. The social commentary occurring
between and surrounding the tales drives the pilgrimage forward.
Most importantly, Chaucer the Author is a part ofthis social system.
He maintains a fluid role, appearing and disappearing in the text
through constant framing and reframing. The authorial T drifts in and
out of the tales as a commentator on the social system. He materialises,
for instance, when the Canon and his Yeoman ride up ro the pilgrims.
The authorial T gives an observation-based, empirical description of
the two riders in an attempt to assimilate them into the social system
according to their craft-based identity.
Framing creates further emphasis on craft when Chaucer presents
his own two tales to the reader. Both 'The Tale ofSir Thopas' and 'The
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Tale of Melibee' focus on twO different forms of writerly craft, that of
vetse and that of prose treatise. Like the dichotomy presented by the
Wife ofBath and the Friar, the distinct style oftheTales causes a probematisation ofboth forms and question the very nature of tale telling as
both an oral and wtitten discourse. 'Thopas' is written in verse, and
plays with the sprightly court literature that was primarily an oral project, but fails to illicit a critical response from the reader. In contrast,
'Melibee' is not written in verse, and urges care and morality in business
dealings, but is overrun with non-descript prose. The gap between the
two tales illuminates the separation of oral and written discourse and
urges a fluidity between the two forms. Thus, like Morris's arts and
crafts socialism, Chaucer is actively present in and reframing the work
he creates. As the author, he allows himselfa privileged position within
the system. While he is clearly a part of the system as Chaucer the Pilgrim, he also sets up Chaucer the Author as an outsider who can easily
critique the system he has created.7Thus Chaucer's position in the Tales
is similar to the artist's position in Arts and Crafts Socialism - someone
who can create a challenge to the capitalist system through their presence in their work.
This formation of the author within and embodied by a work was
tempting for Morris not only because ofits clear connection to arts and
crafts socialism, but because of the kind of social commenrary for
which it allowed. Chaucerwas able to play with wtiterly craft and social
order in an unobtrusive format. Something is happening within the
Canterbury Tales, in the constanr framing and reframing and in the
humorous but pointed jabs that the charactets give each othet, butwhat
this is exactly has always been cause for debate. Chaucer formulated a
social commentarywithin the Canterbury Tales, one that is fragmented,
diverse and constantly shifting. This social commentary forces reader
inreraction; those who turn the pages ofthe Tales are riders on the same
pilgrimage and often can't clearly piece together the strands of it
because they too become embodied by the text - another pilgrim providing commentary to influence and reframe Chaucer's social and
political system. The Tales, then, seemed an obvious choice for Morris
to induce a questioning and reframing ofthe capitalist system from his
readers.
The Kelmscott Chaucer provides another example of a reader participating in the pilgrimage with Chaucer and re-envisioning the text
and its social order. Morris reframes Chaucer's social system through
the artistry of his edition to validate arts and crafts socialism. Like any
subsequent reader/pilgrim he must add a commentary that is valid for
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his time - a distinctly nineteenth-centuty reframing of the Tales. The
illustrations drawn by Edward Burne-Jones and cut by Morris, decorations, page layout, font and binding are Morris's chosen methods of
commentary. Morris's contribution to the text, reframing it as a quasisocialist treatise, stresses the social cohesiveness created by Chaucer and
the artisan's role in it - Chaucer's role in it. But it also re-enacts what
Morris imagined as Chaucer's greatest success, the ability of the text to
encapsulate the reader and encourage his or her commentary.
In Morris's commentary, Chaucer's embodiment of the text is
emphasised above all else, arranging the artist as the visionary of the
social system, the character responsible for creating commentary and
the constant questioning ofthe social order. Morris bookends the Canterbury Tales section of the book with illustrations of Chaucer the
Author, who is also very much Chaucer the Pilgrim. R All ofBurneJones's other illustrations are of the tales themselves, not the taletellers;
the focus on Chaucer emphasises the text as an artisan's craft.9The illustration accompanying the General Prologue depicts a young Chaucer
holding a small scribe's notebook and pen [Fig. I]. A road rises into the
background through the hills. This early illustration is uncharacteristic
ofBurne-Jones's illustrations, which are normally set in enclosed spaces
or shrouded with vines, giving them a Rat, static appearance. The sublime background suggests that the book arts ofMorris and Burne-Jones
have not entirely subsumed Chaucer's place in the Tales, but rather that
they are simply another voice on the pilgrimage. Chaucer stands in
front of the mythological Norse tree Igdrasil and the Sacred Well as
described in Carlyle's 'On Heroes and Hero Worship'. 10 This tree, the
tree of existence, represents past, present, and future simulraneously,
and the boughs represent 'the history ofnations'. By placingChaucer in
front ofIgdrasil, Morris and Burne-Jones symbolise Chaucer's connection to future generations through the act ofwriting. They also suggest
that the type ofsocial commentary Chaucer encourages in the Taleswill
continue long after his own pilgrimage has ended. These icons, along
with the pen and scribe's notebook, reiterate that Chaucer is the artisan
of the pilgrimage and suggest that this is both a literal and figurative
journey for him and the reader - one that exceeds the confines of the
Book.
The illustration accompanying Chaucer's retraction of the Tales
depicts a much older Chaucer in the signature Burne-Jones style that
includes an enclosed space overrun with Morris's classic vine and leaf
pattern [Fig. 2]. This final illustration fortes the reader to take Morris's
commentary upon Chaucer's social system and thus the nineteenth-
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[Fig. J). The Works ofGeoffrey Chaucer (Hammersmith: KeLmscott Press,
I896), p. 1.
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[Fig. 2]. The Works ofGeoffrey Chaucer{Hammersmith: Kelmscott Press,

1896), p.

222.
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century's commercial system into account. Chaucer's scribe's notebook
has been replaced by a much larger book, bound in wooden boards with
shoe heels on the corners; 11 this tome, clearly Chaucer's completed
Canterbury Tales, seems to be as much Morris's book as Chaucer's. The
heels, normally placed on lectern editions, evoke Burne-Jones lovingly
calling the Kelmscotr Chaucer, a 'pocket cathedral' .12 Whereas in the
first illustration Chaucer stood in front ofIgdrasil, an angel-like figure
greets him at the end of his journey. She has the characteristic PreRaphaelite halo over her head labelled Poesis. She holds the sacred
heart; she is beckoning Chaucer as if to explain to him that his retraction is unnecessary because his works are not sinful, but valuable for
future generations, perhaps even water for the sacred well. These illustrations indicate that Chaucer is physically embodied in the text; he
ages and his text grows larger as the reader flips the pages. In essence,
readers carry Chaucer and William Morris along with them through
their own pilgrimage. This scene also emphasises Morris's goal to bring
Chaucer's Tales into the nineteenth century, to invite the reader to use
his safe frame for commentary, and to encourage the reader to provide
his/her own. As Chaucer follows the nineteenth-century Poesis, it is
clear that the book is no longer his own.
The emphasis on Chaucer as author is crucial to Morris's arts and
crafts socialism. Just as Chaucer has embodied himself in the text
through the framing and reframing ofthe tale, Morris seems a physical
figure in the book through the reframing ofthe tales with his book arts.
He is adding his own commentary to Chaucer's social system, allowing
the texr and its pilgrim to extend into and influence the nineteenth century. Broad leafY floral patrerns overrun the title page, in and out, displaying the same levels of mystery as his signature wallpaper. Woven
into this decorative frontispiece are the words 'The Works ofGeoffrey
Chaucer now newly imprinted' as if to validate this reframing of the
classic text. Frames, in fact, are Morris's primary decorative device
throughout the text. On illustrated pages, Morris often uses a largedecorative boarder for the page. This encloses a subsequent frame around
the illustration. These frames so inhabit the page rhat it is impossible to
read the Kelmscotr merely looking for Chaucer; one's eyes are drawn
back out to Morris's reframing devices repeatedly. The Kelmscott is so
focused on the skill of the artisan that its utilitarian purpose has been
subsumed and the reader must take its production into account. But
the reader is not supposed to consider the book as merely a restoration
of fifreenth-century book arts, but rather a living attempt of a nineteenth- century artist to reaffirm the nature ofthe Book as an art object.
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Although Morris used fifteenth-century models to design the book,
several elements consistently affirm that it is a nineteenth-century edition. Morris's designs, undeniably his own and so similar to his wallpaper designs, are the clearest illustration of his own embodiment of the
book. Bur even the font, which Morris modelled after fifteenth-century typefaces, has a distinctly Morrisian character. After close srudy of
fonts used by Peter Schoeffer at Mainz, Gunther Zainer at Augsburg,
andAnton Koeberger at Nuremberg, Morris began the black letter type
for the press. This Tray type was an even further innovation from its
source than Morris's Roman font, modeled after Jenson. His goal was
to make the classic black letter more readable for a nineteenth century
audience and thus more likely to encourage commentary from the
reader. 13
Likewise, Morris designed the binding of the deluxe edition of the
Chaucerafter a German binding in his library, that ofUlrich Schreier of
Salzburg from 1478.14 The binding, completed by Cobden Sanderson
at Doves Bindery, uses Morris's distinctive leafpattern [Colour Fig. Cl.
Even the thistle stamped on the front cover, characteristic offifteenthcentury bindings, maintains a nineteenth-century character. While a
fifteenth-century example would have appeared to stand off the book
creating a three-dimensional effect, Morris's tool creates an inset border
that oudined the thistle to maintain two dimensions. The binding's
thistle mimics Morris's layered leaf patterns on the inside of the book,
where the vines and foliage are white with black outer-definition rather
than shaded for dimension. Morris's design combines traditional
artistry with commercial technique and suggests that valuing the artisan is still possible after industrialisation.
These elements ofreframing Chaucer's text for a nineteenth-century audience beg questions about how such an edition fits into Morris's
socialist vision. I argue that Morris's disgust with the commodification
ofthe book explains his design ofthe Kelmscotttext. He chose the Canterbury Ti:tles because it illustrates a social and political rarher than a
commercial system. In order for his nineteenth-century readership to
approach the text of the Canterbury Tales and become commentators
upon it like Morris himself, he had to free the text from the commodified identity ofthe Book.
In his essay, 'Beyond Reading', Jeffrey Skoblow attempts to describe
Morris as a modernist whose innovations often become lost under the
constant controversy over his 'archaic' subject matter. For Skoblow, the
act of reading a Kelmscott edition creates a modernist response in the
reader, even ifwhat they are viewing was inspired by fifteenth-century
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printing. Morris forces the same commentary out ofhis readers that he
brings to Chaucer's text by defamjliarising the process ofreading:
The eye is led here nor so much from left to right and top to bottom as
in every direction at once, and not so much led as slowly pulled: the
effect is rather like taflY - no reader is likely to proceed for long before
being compelled into reverie (and beyond reading), absorbed into the
15
more immediate and sensuous consideration of Morris's book arr.

For Morris, then, it is the type ofcommentary that he asks ofus, his capitalist readers, that makes his reframing ofthe tales particularly distinctive. He invites us into his social world where objects, all objects, are
particularly artisan, so much so that we can sense the breath of the life
that created them. But we must be able to free ourselves from the formulaic reading patterns to which our Times New Roman, case-bound
eyes have become accustomed.
The most pressing criticism for a scholar to overcome when examining a work for the Kelmscott Press as a particularly socialist statement
is the lavishness and scarcity ofthe edi tions. The Kel mscott Press printed 425 copies ofthe Chaucer; Doves Bindery bound 48 ofthese in white
pigskin. The hand-made linen paper and hand press work guaranteed
that che edition would sell for over 20 pounds upon its release, a high
price at the end of the nineteenth century. Critics like Archibald or
John Winterich, 16 the writer of the introduction to the facsimile version ofche book, complain that the Chaucer never reached a readership,
but chat special collections' curators and rare book collectors hungrily
snatched up the subscriptions. This too they anribute to Morris's antiquarian ideals. What such critics fail to consider is that Morris must
have been fully aware that his editions would reach such a limited readership. Perhaps chis is exactly what he intended as part ofthe teframing
of Chaucer's text; the reader must set off on a pilgrimage of social and
political import to view it.
Part of the appeal of the guild social order of the Middle Ages was
chat the arts and crafts the guildsman created were viewed and respected as forms of art rather chan merely commercially consumed items.
The advent of industrial book production made books so commonplace, they had lost their cultural import. In 'Some Thoughts on the
Ornamented Man uscri pts of the Middle Ages', Morris describes the
love and care with which he imagines clerics ofthe Middle Ages treated
their books:

---------------------------

-

-
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The book lover, the student had before him, as he !Ook in the thoughts
of his author, a piece ofbeaury obvious to the eyesight. The cleric of
Oxenford ifhe took up one ofhis, 'twentie bookes clad in black and red'
[ ... ] was dealing with a palpable work ofart, comely bodies, fit for the
habitation of the dead man who was speaking to them, the craftsman,
the scribe, the limnet, the primer, who had produced it, who had
worked on it directly as an artist, not rurned it OUt as the machine ofa
tradesman; moreover amidst the traditions that swayed him, he could
no more help doing so than the presem book-maker can help working
as a machine. I?
In this statement, the book itselfis a site ofheteroglot voices much like
Chaucer's band ofpilgrims. All ofthe artisans are within the text speaking to the reader, asking for their commentary. He contrasts this image
of book as artisan object with that ofa modern reader's habits, brought
on by our familiarity with the codex form:
Just so I have seen a man take hold ofhis dearly beloved book-friend, the
mislaying ofwhich would destroy his nighr's rest, and bend back the
boards rill the back cracked again; I have seen him thump its familiar
pages with his fist, dogs-ear the leaves, turn it face downwards on a dirty
rable, blot it with ink and smear the blor offwith his thumb; in short so
maul it that he deserved to have his books read aloud to him henceforward insread of being allowed to read them himself. IR
Morris blamed the harsh treatment ofbooks on the 'utilitarian production of makeshifts', that devalued the Book as well as the text it contained. 19 IfMorris was to succeed in his project of refrarning The Canterbury 7itles as theory and praxis ofarts and crafts socialism, he had to
reinsert the heteroglot voices ofthe artisans into the covers ofthe Book.
Like Chaucer, Morris wanted his readers to travel on the pilgrimage
with him, adding their own voice to the cohesive social pilgrimage, but
that would require an exit from the economically-based culture that
viewed the book only as a cornmodified object.
It was not a failure ofChaucer's text that it reached so few readers,
but rather its success. As I stated earlier, Burne-Jones referred to the
Kelmscorr Chauceras 'a pocket cathedral'. Ifthey meant it to be a pocket cathedral- an item shrouded in ritual, visited rather than ownedthis may explain the lavishness ofthe edition. 20 In Winterich's facsimile - a book created to make the Kelmscorr Chaucer available to a wider
audience - he describes the biblical appearance of the tome: 'The
Kelmscorr Chaucer has been described as a book for the lectern rather
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than for the lap. Its page measures II 3/8 by 165/8 inches (almost the size
ofBruce Rogers World Bible) [... ] A white pigskin copy ofthe Chaucer
weights 13 ? pounds'.21 In contrary to the commodity-based relationships consumers have with a house, cathedrals are sites of cultural significance and considered as works ofart that the visitor cannot own. As
with a cathedral, the Chaucer is not owned, bur visited. Rare book collectors immediately took the book off the market and placed it in climate-controlled libraries with protective boxes and UV light protectIon.
Indeed, the Kelmscorr Chaucer insists upon such a protective environment. The act ofvisiting the book in one of these protective spaces
forces the reader to question commodity-based culture and problematises the normalised act ofreading. It forces the reader to add commentaryto the ongoing project ofChaucer and Morris - another bough on
the tree ofIgdrasil. Going ro visit the book is as much a parr ofthe experience as examining one; it is a pilgrimage not ro the shrine of St.
Thomas 11. Beckerr, but ro the Bodleian or Pierponr.
My own pilgrimage rook me to a private library at the Salisbury
House in Des Moines, Iowa, where the closest copy of the Kelmscon
Chaucer resides. 22 The house is an early- twentieth-century replica of
the Kings' house in Salisbury built by the cosmetics enrrepreneur John
Weeks. The library is adorned with dark wood paneling and anrique
furniture from sixteenth century England. I made the pilgrimage with
the University ofIowa Libraries' head conservator, Gary Frost. As we
examined copies ofWhitman's 1855 Leaves ofGrass and a fifteenth-century illuminated manuscript of The Book ofHours, I listened to Gary
identifY inadequate consetvation conditions ro the chair of the Salisbury Foundation. 'You must do something about these overhead
lights; you'll notice they do not allow you to see the books mote clearly
and fluotescent bulbs in this close proximity can be dangerous. You
may also want ro change the rope configuration; people coming
through on tours will be tempted to run their hands across the spines of
the books'. As he detailed basic consetvation guidelines, I was fighting
my own urge to feel the leather spines of the late Weeks' first edition
club classics.
Lu Lu, the associate chair, rook us into a separate room ro examine
the Chaucer. She sat no more than five feet away from us as I frusttatingly ran my white gloved finger ovet the linen pages wanting ro feel the
deep impression that the Albion ptess had left, and Gaty examined the
signature green endbands ofOoves Bindery. Lu Lu rook extensive notes
on what we noticed about the book and snapped digital photos ofour
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gloved hands gently cradling the boards from the weight of the text.
The book was in fauldesscondition; it seemed as·though Weeks too had
to stop himself from flipping the pages of his treasure because of its
cathedral-like quality. The environment that the Kelmscott creates for
itself guarantees that it will be treated and pondered upon as an object
ofart, that its pages will never be 'thumped' or 'blotted with ink'.21 Ifelt
like the ClerkeofOxenford, examining each illustration in reverence of
Morris.
Our journey to Des Moines was a pilgrimage, a social one in which
along the way Gary and I debated the subversive, social nature of
Chaucer and the problems inherent in Morris's project. Both to and
from Des Moines, we wondered if and how Morris had reframed
Chaucer's works as a socialist project. Gary insisted that the Germaninspired binding was commercially prepared, while I argued that itwas
precisely these characteristics ofnineteenth-century binding that Morris would choose to incorporate as a commentary on Chaucer's social
cohesiveness- the book could not escape the four intervening centuries
between its models and itself, nor would Morris want it to. He did not
want his readers to marvel at antiquarian book arts, but to wonder at
how such artistry could apply to their commetcial system. From the
time that the first two bound copies ofthe Kelmscon Chaucerarrived at
the homes of Morris and Bume-Jones, rhere was speculation over the
nature ofthis unique book. Why would Morris create such an elaborate
edition? Why would he look back to these antiquarian models for a
nineteenth-century edition created in a pool ofprogress?24 The habitat
that the Kelmscotf Chaucer creates for itself is one teetering between
ritual and commodity. As Skoblow observes, 'The Kelmscott Press
stands outside far enough to see back in - the books look back at us sitting here, reading our commodities'. 2) The book itself problematises
Morris's project just as each taleteller reframes the social cohesiveness of
the Canterbury Tales. Like the Miller's fabliau answer to the Knigh t, and
the Reeve's subsequent quiting ofthe Miller, Morris's edition begs us to
question our commodity-based system and the nature of the Book
itself
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still, sacred mood; the liberries taken with rhe story - all these elements tend to nullifY rhe rich, lively diversity of The Gmterbury 7'&s'. Atchibald is correct in noticing the uniry explicit in the Kelmscott Chaucer; however, her critique ofrhe book
overlooks Morris's socialisr intentions as well as the cohesiveness ofChaucer's heteroglot pilgrim voices.
6 See Paul Strohm's Social Chaucer(Cambridge: Harvard UI~ 1989) fora derailed explication of the unified social system present in rhe Canterbury 7nLes.
7 See l.ee Patterson's "'What Man Arrow?": Aurhorial Self-Definition in "The '[lle of
SirThopas" and "The Tale of Mclibee'" in Studies in the Age o/Chaucer 11 ('989), pp.
117-75 for a discussion ofChauccr's sclf~definition wirhinthe 'Inles, as well as an
explanation of his Auid position as a pilgrim.
S''''hile Edward Burne-Jones createo the illustrations for the Kclmscorr Chauar, he
and Morris were strong collaborators on tbe project; they consulted consisrenrly on
rhe illustrations ano oecorations. Morris completeo the woodcllts ofBurne-Jones's
illustration. For derails of their working relationship, see Phi lip Henoerson's
William Morris: His Lift, Work and hiends, (New York: McGraw Hill, 1967). The
two final chapters, '''News from Nowhere": The Kelmscotr Press' and 'Last Years'
pay particular a[[ention ro tbeir working relationsh ip in regards ro the Chauce?:
91n Caxron's fifteenth-century edition of the rales, as well as the Ellesmere manuscript,
rhe few illusrrarions are of the taletellers, not the talcs rhemselves, so rhis musr have
been a conscious shift offocus by Morris and Burne-Jones.
10 See Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes, Hero- Worship. &the Heroic ill History: The Norman
and Charlotte Strouse Edition o/the Writings ofThomas Carlyle (Berkcley: U ofCalifornia I~ 1993), p. 20. The following is Carlyle's full description ofIgdrasil: 'I like,
roo, rhar representarion they have ofrhe tree Igdrasi!. All Life is figured by rhem as a
Tree. Igdrasil, rhe Ash-rree ofExisrence, has irs roors deep down in rhe kingdoms of
Hela or Death; its trunk reaches up heaven-high, spreads irs boughs over rhe whole
Universe: it is rhe Tree ofExisrence. Ar the foor ofir, in rhe Dearh-kingdom, sir
Three Nornas, Fares, - rhe Pasr, Present. Future; warering irs roors from rhe Sacred
Well. Its "boughs", wirh their buddings and disleafings? - events, rhings suffered,
rhings done, carastrophes, - strerch through all lands and rimes. Is nor every leafof
ir a biography, every fibre rhere an act or word? Its boughs are Histories ofNarions.
The rustle ofir is the noise ofHuman Exisrence, onwards from ofold. Ir grows
rhere, rhe brearh of Human Passion n:,:t:~o: rh rough ir; - or storm rosr, rhe srorm-
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wind howling through it like the voice ofall the gods. It is Igdrasil, the Tree ofExistence. It is the past, the present, and the future; wharwas done, what is doing, what
will be done; "the infinite conjugation ofthe verb _To do_." Considering how
human things citculate, each inextricably in communion with all, - how the word I
speak to you to-day is borrowed, not from Ulfila the Moesogoth only, but from all
men since the first man began to speak, - I find no similitude so true as this ofa
Tree. Beautiful; altogether beautiful and great. The "Machine ofthe Universe",alas, do but think of that in contrast!'
I1 These heels, or shoe heels, were normally used in German bindings and attached to
books that would he used on a lectern to protect the covers from scratches and slipping. They are an indication ofthe value of the Book as a cultural object in the Middle Ages and also recall Eu me-Jones's comment about the Chaltcer as a pocket
cathedral. For more information on this design and for pictures and diagrams ofthe
heels on hindings see J. A. Szirmai, lhe Archaeology ofMedieval Bookbinding
(Erookfield: Ashgate, 1999), p. 263-7'12 Burne-Jones first used the phrase in a letter to Charles Eliot Nonon in December
1894. See Douglas E. Sehoenherr's 'A Note on Burne-Joncs's "Pocket Cathedral"
and Ruskin' elsewhere in this issue of theJWMS.
13 For more details on Morris's typography. see John Dreyfus, 'Typographer', in Paul
Needham et aI., William Morris rind the Art ofthe Book (New York: Oxford UP and
Pierpont Morgan l.ibrary, 1976), pp. 71-94.
14lhid., 1'.140 .
15Jeffrey Skohlow, 'Beyond Reading', in 'Ihe Victorian Illustraud Book, ed. Richard
Maxwell (Charlottesville: U ofYirginia Press, 2002), pp. 235-58, p. 254.
16 John T Winterich, Introduction to A rtlCSimileofthe William Morris Kelmscott
Chaucer with the Original871llustratiom by Edward Bltme)ones (Cleveland: World,
1958), pp. v-vii.
17 1'l1e Ideal Book, p. 2.
18 Ibid., p. I.
19Ibid., p.2.
20 There are several sources explaining the printing, appearance, and sales information
ofthe Kelmscott Chaucer, all ofwhich vary slightly in details. I have taken the following data from a specimen description in H. Halliday Spading's, The Kelmscott
Press andWilliam Mon'is Master-Craftsman, (l.ondon: Macmillan, 1924), p.162. '40.
THE WORKS OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER. Edited by F.S. Ellis. Folio. Chaucer type, with
headings to the longer poems in Troy type. In hlack and red. Botders 20a to 26,
woodcut title, and eighty-seven illustrations designed by Sir E. Burne-Jones. 425 on
paper at twenty pounds, 13 on vellum at 120 guineas. Dated May 8, issued June 26,
t896. Published by William Morris. Bound in halfholland. Forty-eight copies, were
bound in white pigskin by Cobden Sanderson at Doves Bindery. Two ofthese wete
vellum. There were thirteen vellum copies in all'.
21 Winterich, p. xii.
22 I would like to thank Scott Brunscheen for allowing me enttance and assistance at
Salisbury House and for being so gracious concerning my tequest to examine the
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Kelmscott Chaucer. [ would also like to thank Gary Frost for travelling with me on
my pilgrimage and making my own commentary on Morris and Chaucer more useful.
23 The Ideal Book, p.

I.

24 Fot some contemporary reviews, see Theodore Low Devinne, 'The Printing of
William Morris' in Book BuyerI3: 12 UanuaryI897), pp. 920-23 and Waiter Crane,
'William Morris' in Scribl/ers Magazine, 22: I Uuly 1897), pp. 88-99.
25 Skoblow, p. 246.
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